PREFACE

The present thesis is the outcome of my research work on the STUDIES IN THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF BUDDHISM. The subject has indeed been dealt with by many Scholars. But their treatments are not all-comprehensive. Hence, there lies the scope for further study. An attempt has been made here to deal with those aspects, that have not yet been touched upon by other Scholars.

The thesis contains six chapters. The First chapter discusses the Origin and Development of Buddhism. The Second chapter is an attempt to explain the 'Four Noble Truths'. The Third chapter deals with the Three Chief Characteristics of Being - Dukkha, Anatta and Anicca. The Fourth chapter is concerned with the Doctrine of Action, as expounded in the Pali
works, canonical and non-canonical. The Fifth chapter is a brief exposition of the Dependent Origination, regarded as Buddha’s novel contribution to the philosophical thoughts of India of the 5th century B.C. The Sixth Chapter, the concluding one describes Nibbāna, the goal of life in Buddhism.
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